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ABSTRACT
The present human life is becoming very chaotic due to material progress, in which various
types of discrepancies are arising in the physical, mental and social life of the person, mainly
mental illness is increasing rapidly, due to which people are getting disturbed. Anger, anxiety,
stress, depression, various types of diseases are increasing in day to day life. To get rid of all
these types of diseases, meditation system has been described as the best practice in yoga, by
adopting which a person can maintain mental health completely. In which the meditation
system is considered very important and effective, which is helpful in removing all kinds of
diseases. Undoubtedly, by adopting meditation, all kinds of mental problems can be cured
forever. And man can easily lead his life with complete happiness and can also achieve life goal.
KEYWORDS- Mental Health, Meditation, Complete Happiness, Spiriyuality, Achieve Life Goal.
INTRODUCTION
As the seventh limb of Patanjali’s Eight Limbs of Yoga , dhyana builds upon the practices of
asana (physical posture), pranayama(breath control), pratyahara(control of the senses,moving
the focus inward and dharana(concentration).when practiced together with dharna
Concentration is holding the mind on to some particular object . An unbroken flow of
knowledge in that subject is meditation. Meditation is regular flow of thought with regard to the
object of concentration.concentration merges in meditation. Meditation opens up the door of
the mind to intuitive knowledge and many powers . you can get whatever you want through
meditation.(1) Dhyana yoga is an integrated mind body training method that combines deep
stretching meditative breathing techniques ,and energy awareness training . Its objective is
to help practitioners achieve their highest level of personal potential(2).Dhyanyoga was
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created for people who want to live better lives and gain flexibility and balance of mind and
body, even while living with the livelihood.It is the group of techniques,such as mantra
meditation, relaxationresponse,mindfulness meditation,and zen Buddhist meditation.before
it was used by many different cultures throughout the world for thousands of
years.Today,many people use meditation outside of its traditional religious or cultural
settings,for health and well-being.
MEANING:
Dhyan is a Sanskrit word meaning “meditation”. It is derived from the root words ,dhi,
meaning “receptacle”or the “the mind”;and yana ,meaning “moving”or “going”. An alternate
root word , dhyai, means “to think of”(3). In english meditation, is derived from the old
French meditacioum , in turn from latin meditation from word meditari, meaning “to tink
contemplate devise,ponder”. It is a practice where an individual uses a technique such as
mindfulness or focusing the mind on a particular object, thought,or activity,to train attention
and awareness, and achieve a mentally clear and emotionally calm and stable state.(4)
ORIGIN:
The practice of meditation is of prehistoric origin, and is found through out history, especially
in religious context.

The oldest documented evidence of the practice of meditation are walls arts in the induian
subcontinent from approximately 5,000 to 3,500BCE, showing people seates in meditative
postures with half –closed eyes.1
Written evidence for origin of any form of meditation was seen in the Vedas around
1500BCE.The Upanishads also discussmeditation as a way to remove ignorance and to
acquire knowledge and onenesswith the Aboslute. Around the 6th to 5th centuries BCE
,other forms of meditation developed in Taoist china and Buddhist Infia.Dhyana in early
Buddhismalso takes influence on vedanata by ca. the 4th-century BCE.(5)
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DEFINITIONS:
“DYANAM NIVASHYAM MANAH”-(6)
State of mind in which there is no subject or the thoughts of vichar. It is freeing the mind from
all objects,and thoughts of sensual enjoyments.
“TATRA PRATYENKTANTA DHYANAM”-(7)
The state of continuous flow of subject or sight and thought is meditation.
To vivekanada , meditation was a bridge that connected human soul to the God ,the supreme.
He defined meditation as“when the mind has been trained to remain fixed on a certain internal or external location,
there comes to it the power of flowingin an unbroken current,as it ere,towards that point.The
state is called Dhyana.(8)
According to Aadi shankara –
“Dhyana is a state of yoga wherein stream of continuos thought about the
object,uninterrupted by other thoughts of different kind for the same object”.(9)
In Bhagwat Gita- 6th chapter
“The mind is like a lake.stones that are dropped into it raise waves in the lake.Meditation
quiets those waves and aloows us to discover ourselves”.
DHYANA BINDU UPANISHA“Having made Atma as the lowe Arani and the pranava as the upper Arani ,one should see
God in secretthrough the practice of churning whichis DHYANA”.(10)
Mahrishi Arvinda:
“When the internalmind wants to see subject’s actual knowledge is meditation .through
meditation the very ‘chitt’ becomes free from alldesires”(11)
Pandit shri Ram Shrma Acharaya: dhyan is that mental process through which one object is
established in mind.through this one decides on aim,ideal, god.(12)
DHYANAYOGA IN SHWETASWATAR UPANISHAD
This Shwetaswatar Upanishad is under the branch of yajurveda.It has total six chapters with
113.The first chapter is based on the eagerness to know the verses. fundamental reason
behind the world. It opens with metaphysical questions about the primal cause of all
existence, its origin,its end,and what role ,if any,time,nature,necessity,chance,and the spirit
had as the primal cause.It then develops its answer,concluding that “the universal soul exists
in every individual, it expresses itself in every creature,everything in the world is a
projection of it,and that there is oneness,unity of souls in one and only self”. The text is
notable for its discussion of the concept of personal god- Ishvara,and suggesting it to be path
to one’s own highest self.The text is also notable for its multiple mentions of boh Rudra and
Shiva, along with other vedic deities, and of crystallization of shiva as a central theme(13).
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CONCEPT OF DHYANA
The second Adhyaya of shvetaswatar Upanishad is a motley collection of themes . It begins
with prayer hymns to god Savita, as the rising sun, the spiritual illuminator and deity of
inspiration and self-discipline.Thereafter, Upanishad discusses yoga as a means for selfknowledge.
Yujjanah prathama manasttvaya savita dhiyaha, Agnejyotirnirchayay
adhyaabharata. Verse-2/1
Yukten manasa vayam devasya savituh save, Suwagyaya shaktaya. Verse 2/2

prthvya

That savita who is the creator of all is our lord ,establish our mind and intellect in divine fire
which is far ddiffer from the gross element and world. We will practice the yagya karma with
whole mind regarding the upasana of savita,which will ultimately triy to achieve the heavenly
joy.[15]
SUITABLE PLACE FOR MEDITATION:
Same shuchau shrkravahivalukavivarjite shabdjalshrayadibhih Manonukule n tu
chakshupidne guhanivatashrayane prayijayate. Verse2/9
In a clean level spot, free from pebbles,fire and garvel, Delightful by its sounds, its water and
bowers, Favourable to thought, not offensive to the eye, In a hidden retreat protected from
the wind, One should practice yoga.[16]
TECHNIQUES FOR MEDITATION:
Triruannt sthapya samam shriram hridiindriyani mansa sanrudhya Brahamodupen
pretret vidwanstritansi sarwani bhaywahani. Verse 2/8 Prananprapidyeh s yuktchesttah
chinne prane nasikyochchhsitt.
Dustashryuktmiv wahmenm vidwanmano dharyetaprmatah. Verse 2/9
These verses describes yoga as state of body and mind, herein the body is in threefold erect
posture, and mind along with all senses are withdrawn int an introspective point within(the
heart). In this satate of yoga, the individual then breathes gently slowly through nose, states
the Upanishad
, with any physical motions subdued or the body is still, the mind calm and undistracted. Such
is the state where the self-reflective meditation starts.[17]
IMPORTANCE OR BENEFITS OF MEDITATION:
Prithvyapyetejoanilakhe samutithte panchatmake yogagune pravrtte,
N tasya rogo n jara n mrityuh praptasya yogagnimaym shriram. Verse-2/12.
When these five elements aakash, vayu, agni ,prithvi, jal, get united and the five
qualities of yoga get actualized and get the yogagni body ,he don’t get any disease, no oldage
and nor the accidental death.
Laghutwamarogyamaloluptwam varnprasadam swarsaushthawm ch
Gandhah shubho mutrpurishmalpam yogpravrittim pratama vadanti. Verse -2/13
The body get lighten, free from disease, detachment from the subject, light or
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energy in body, sweetness in voice, pure fragrance ,and less stooland toilets.[18]
The above are the several benefits which are mentioned in this texts, afer the practice of
meditation.
CRITICAL STUDY:
The body get lighten, because when the practioner reaches to the level or state of meditation,
he practices many techniques or go through the process of purification of body as well as
mind. Here is no direct mention of the iitial methods but the practioner have to go through
the initial practices like Shatkarama, asana, pranayama etc . to make the body and mind
eligible in order to not get hindrance in the process of meditation .
When the body get purified, automatically the person get free from the disease because the
TRIDOSHA,Vat, pitt and kaph get balanced and the Sapt dhatu also get balanced and which
helps the body system to functionnormally and smoothly.
We know that if body is healthy then only one can be healthy on mental level. And once on
get purified on physical level his mind or mental level get purified and stable, its all
impurities get destroyed too by further practices, and ultimately the mind don’t get attached
to the subject orworldly things, he becomes detached from the subject.
After that the qualities like sweetness in voice or good fragrance in body are the natural
qualities which comes after the above sidhhis.
The qualities like free from the diseases, or no oldage , etc are get earned by the practioner
when the Five elements like Ether , earth, water, fire, and air, which by combining creates the
physical body , get the actualized with its qualities to the sadhaka, the above qualities occurs.
Because the five elements are the cause or reason of the body and when these elements get
established and have no chance to create problem or imbalance ,the body do not get
accidental death or any disease.

Comparartive study on Ancient meditation and Modern meditation with
relevance :
The art of meditation has been around for centuries. This ancient practice has helped
individuals of all types andfrom all backgrouns to find peace, balance, serenity and even
clarity in their lives.In modern society,numerous studies have been done on the
physical,mental,emotional, and spiritual benefits of meditations and found that this simple
exercise can deliver astonishing results.
While meditation has a long history,much like many things in our world today, in recent
years there have been more mdern takes on the meditative practice.Now modern meditation
has become a huge trend in the self improvement sphere and has helped countless people
who may not have normally turned to this practice,find guidance through meditation. It may
be an ancient traditions but its practiced in cultures all over the world to create a sense of
calm and inner harmony.[19]
Here ,the work on categorization of meditation is done to demonstrate or to bring the
awareness about the changes in human culture or life style
,their thought of action , their aim ,their livelihood etc. As before
meditation was considered as the wealth of inndian culture and of Hinduism, because it
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leaves such proofs and remainings as an origin of its own .Most notably yoga and meditaion
have emerged as popular spiritualpractices in mdern times that stem from the Hinduism.
DIFFERENT ANCIENT AND MODERN MEDITATIONS KNOWN :
Here several ancient and modern meditative techniques are mentioned which are famous in
their time:ANCIENT MEDITATIONS

MODERNMEDITATIONS

Savita dhyana

Mindfulness meditation

Omkar pranav dhyana

Focused meditation

Hans Hans jap dhyana

Loving-kindness meditation

Meditation on Naad

Visualization meditation

Jyotir dhyana

Breathe awareness meditation

Meditation sanyam

Zen meditation

Meditation on (power,sun ,moon, Pole Mind resonance techniques[MRT],Mind stars,navel chakra, nadi, jyoti
Bodyresonance techniques
,etc.)
Transcendental meditation
Today we see more people turning to spiritual development practices to train the body and
mind to self observe and become aware of thei own nature.
On the basis of :
INSTRUCTION:
In ancient meditation techniques the process of meditation was not depend upon the
continue instruction of the instructor or through any medium like voice recording or audio tape
or spiritual music to make their mind to concentrate on one thing . In ancient once the only
direction were introduced to the practitioner before starting the process of meditation and
after that he is left for his own practice.But in modern meditative techniques, the continuous
instruction to move their consciousness at oneplace is directed .
AIM OF MEDITATION:
In ancient meditation techniques, the aim of meditation is completely different because ,in
ancient the very aim of practicing meditation is to achieve the supreme soul or selfrealization.Because at that time meditation was one of the limb of yogic path to reach the
supreme soul. But today the only aim of meditation is just to relax the mind and body, which
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remains only for some time .The meditation practice has become the need of todays society
because they are using this techniques to overcome their hectic life style.Here the difference
comes among ancient and modern aim of meditation , modern yoga looks at meditation as a
practice that one does for an hour or so,few times a week, as an exercise or relaxation
practice.but the aim of ancient meditation was to refine the mind and heart permanently and
moved towards the supreme soul.

LEVEL(GROSS OR SUBTLE):
In ancient meditative techniques, generally the topic or subject or point of meditation was
subtle. They used to meditate on subtle things or sometimes the natures element like on
nadis, chakras, naad(internal sound), AUM(pranav), sun,moon, chakras symbol or dal, on
the ishtdev, or supreme energy .These subject of meditation were not easy to meditate , one
who practiced this needed the intial practices to reach at this level thereforecwere not
applicable for everyone.But in modern meditative techniques, we see the gross things are made
available to the practioner, on which he is given instruction to move on concentration.They are
made to focus on the instruction and just try to imagine that scenario.We can say its just the
process in which one tries to bring their mind on another subject from their daily working
activities. Sometimes their meditation on childhood, any beautiful gardens, own daily
activity, going on a beautiful place , etc.Therefore this becomes temporary treatment or
techniques to relieve.
ELIGIBILITY:
To practice ancient meditation , one needed an extreme level of consciousness or mind ,for
whch they used to practice pre-techniques to make their consciousness and chitt pure and
stable so that they may not get difficulty or obstacles in the path of meditation.For eleigibilty
,the Guru- Shishya tradition was there at that time in which the guru used to take the test to
check the level of mind of shishya and continues to give the knowledge furher.Several yogic
paths were determined by the great saints to reach the state of meditation. For that they
designed the combination of several techniques which were helpful for the purification of
chitt and to make mind to be established in the subject of meditation.
Shadanyoga,ashtangyoga,saptangyoga etc, in these all ,meditation comes after practicing
several techniques like Shatkaram , Asan,Pranayama, Mudra, Pratyahra, Dharana etc.
But in case of modern meditation for practice one may not need to become eligible to sit for
the mediation.Anyone can practice it.The reason behind this can be that today peoples are
that much busy in their life in acuumulating things, their carrier, etc that they can’t give a
long time for such practices, because of which they get only the temporary releve and
relaxation ,nothing more than that.
ON THE BASIS OF LIFE-STYLE :
When we compare the life-style of ancient and modern people and society
,there seems a great difference on various aspects from clothing to eating habbits.Before they
were aware of their duty, their meaning of life. It was easy for them to select the path of yoga
to make their life more meaningful
.They considered their body as the gift of God to which they wanted to use that in knowing
Him.The categorization of one human life were :
But when we give a look over the present life style of people is completely different. The place,
food, company, society, etc have become changed as compared to before. Peoples are not aware
of their meaning and aim of teir life. They only know the aim of their life is to accumulate
whatever can make them happy and make their life easy. Jealousy,anger,greed,fear,lust,
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unawareness,laziness,etc are the hindering element which are now part of the modern
human society, to which one must need to remove beforereaching the state of meditation.
SUBJECT OF MEDITATION:
Ancient meditation originated from the Vedas and tantras.modern meditation inspires itself
from philosophical systems from around the world.Ancient meditation worked towards
gradually moving awat from external,sensory, permanent truth.It insist on cultivavting
ethical-moral purity.Modern meditation don’t focus on permanent truth or permanent
awareness anything like that ,therefore their subject of meditation are not difficult, but simple
related to daily life .
PRE-POST STEP OF MEDITATION:
Ancient techniques of meditation were totally focused on the pre and post step or practice of
meditation. As Veda and Upanishads mentions about the meditation , their the initial and
post practices are mentioned . In Hathyoga ,meditation comes after practicing Shatkarmaasan- mudra-- pratyahara-pranayama etc. In Ashtangyoga meditation practice comes after
practicing Yam-Niyama-Asana-Pranayama-Dharana then Dhyana . And also in pre practice
,the asana,proper place, posture, state of mind, etc are always considered. And as post
practice the Samadhi is considered,that is the union, or the self realization.But in modern
meditative techniques one only need to be of calm mind that’s enough for one to start the
practice of meditation and there is no such compulsive post practice or state of mind or body
after the meditation.

CONCLUSION
“Meditation is the foundatuin of spiriyuality”. Since 1970’s ,clinical psychology and
psuchiatry have developed meditation techniques, for numerous psychological conditions.
Mindfulness practice is employed in psychology to alleviate mental and physical conditions,
such as reducing depression,stress, and anxiety.however we can say the meditation
techniques in todays scenario has taken a new face r have a new aspect.It cannot be said that
its wrong because the path of meditation has taken the new aspect or face due to change in
lifestyle of people and society.Our ancient texts like Vedas,Upanishad,Thantras,Budhhist
philosophical texts,Vashisth samhita, Hathyogic texts, all have mentioned about the
meditation but not for curing stress, depression, anxiety etc. but for the self realization, to
know the nature its maker, the power behind the world, Prbrahm OM, etc.[20]
Based on my study I have tried to differentiate the ancient and modern meditation
techniques, its aim and its effect on practioner.I conclude that meditation has many
scientifically proven benefits to both physical and mental health and the modern healthcare
system for treating a variety of different symptoms involved in physical and mental
conditions.
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